A RESIDENCE WITH
NO DETAIL LEFT
UNATTENDED
LAMBERT – DUET DESIGN GROUP
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“The homeowner hired Duet Design Group to take
their vision of a serene, tonal, textural dream home and
successfully implement every detail.”

Attractively situated in Sedalia, Colorado,
this property homes the interior design
by Duet Design Group. Miranda Cullen
and Devon Tobin, the founders of Duet
Design Group have combined 30 plus
years of experience in interior design. The
duo set out to produce an interior design
firm that would achieve any needs of their
clients and in doing so were given the
brief to design the Lambert residence. The
property was architecturally designed by
the Woodley Architectural Group.
For inspiration, the client provided Duet
Design Group with a magazine article that
they enjoyed and wanted them to take
a little inspiration from. The designers
creatively interpreted it into an entire
home that was tonal, textured and subtly
beautiful.
The Lambert residence is in the middle
of Sedalia, which is more rural and
connected to the mountain terrain.
This home gives a sense of being in the
mountains while still being refreshing and
city close.
This unique custom home was created for
an affluent couple with grown children and
their growing brood of grandchildren. This
sprawling ranch style home is rich with
textures and finishes. The homeowner
hired Duet Design Group to take their
vision of a serene, tonal, textural dream
home and successfully implement every
detail. The collaborative team effort
between the builder, architect and design
team was the reason this project left no
detail unattended. The inspiration that
drove the direction of this home was a
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grand living space that was perfectly
positioned to enjoy the peaceful and
beautiful views over the Rocky Mountains.
The overall design has a serene ambiance,
allowing the client to be totally relaxed
and their guests to feel the same.
The grand area is surrounded by floor to
ceiling windows and stone. It is the perfect
setting to cook, dine, relax and entertain.
One of Duet Design Group’s favourite
aspect of the residence is the south wall,
this opens up completely to a covered
veranda that looks out to the exquisite
pool deck. It creates a light-infused space
that could otherwise be overwhelmed
with the darkness and the weight of all
of the interior stone. The customized
upholstered doors that are used to set off
the master suite are truly amazing. Duet
Design Group created many unexpected
and understated architectural elements
to give every wall special attention. The
lower level of this space consists of a
comfortable recreations area. This area
is considered the “bunk room” for the
grandchildren. Moving further into this
area allows for 2 guests in their own
suites and an entomology studio for the
homeowner’s hobbies.
The stonework in this home is vast and
required the most intricate of skilled
masonry. The mason did an amazing job
making sure Duet Design Group’s colour
balance was achieved as well as piecing
in every last piece of stone perfectly.
There are sphere light fixtures in the
landing and the hall by the stairwell.
These harmoniously integrate into their
surroundings of brick walls.

The upholstered doors in the master
suite use a Wolf Gordon faux leather in
Snowflake. The furnishings in the Great
Room and the Dining Room are a mixture
of Restoration Hardware, Noir Trading
Brownstone Furniture and Vanguard
Furniture.
Since the completion of Duet Design
Group’s Lambert residence, they
have been shortlisted in the category
Living Space – Global in the upcoming
International Design and Architecture
Awards. When speaking with Haleigh
Christ, Duet Design Group’s Creative
Coordinator about the Awards she
commented, “Our company has a large
presence in Colorado, more specifically
in Denver, and we’re ready to spread our
presence even larger. We believe entering
and potentially winning in the ID&A
awards is a great way to do that. Attending
the awards ceremony in London would
also be an incredible experience for us
to meet others within the industry, but
outside of our normal network.”
When Duet Design Group received
their feedback from the clients on the
Lambert residence. The clients spoke of
how amazed they were by how well the
designers figured out what they would like
and wouldn’t like. The clients explained
that Duet Design Group “pulled together
comprehensive designs that we fell in love
with when we saw them executed.”
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